
Sand (SOTNSD)  

Warm (SOTNWM)

Terre Nuove draws inspiration 

from the centuries-old technique of 
handmade cotto. Designed for floors 
and wall coverings, Terre Nuove 

creates a new, modern aesthetic 

vision of classic “cotto.” With multiple 

sizes and rich variation, there are 

unlimited design options.

(21)

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. 
Please check samples before making final selection and to get actual dimensions for layout. MADE IN ITALY 

TERRE NUOVE

Brown (SOTNBN)  Dark (SOTNDK)

Light (SOTNLT)



SOTN--/SBN 3 x 12 Surface Bullnose 

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

Brown  SOTNBN  
Dark SOTNDK
Light  SOTNLT
Sand  SOTNSD
Warm  SOTNWM

Usage

The surface bullnose is made from field tile that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge is only slightly rounded.
Trim

12 X 12  SOTN--/1212 
12 X 24  SOTN--/1224
6 X 12  SOTN--/612 
3 X 12  SOTN--/312 
3 x 3*   SOTN--/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTN--/33C 
 

24 X 24 Opera  SOTN--/2424O

TSSOTN/150915

Terre Nuove is suitable for use on walls, counters and 
residential to moderate duty commercial floors.

≤ 0,05

DCOF

DIN 51130

10545-7

10545-12

10545-03

10545-04

10545-04

Wet ≥ 0.42

R10

Compliant

PEI 5

Resistant

45,5 N/mm2 
(average value)

Breaking Strength

Dynamic (DCOF)
Coefficient of Friction

Slip Resistance

Average Bending Strength

Water Absorption

Frost Resistance

Resistance to 
Surface Abrasion

3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic*

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

* 3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. The 
patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include duplications 
of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be taken during installation 
to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may involve rotating sheets or even 
removing and relocating pieces to attain the proper blend.

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 credits under LEED ®

Colors

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information



TERRE NUOVE WARM (SOTNWM)



*3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic

*3 X 3 3 X 12 6 X 12 12 X 12

12 X 24

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

3 x 12 Surface Bullnose   SOTNWM/SBN

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

WARM
SOTNWM

The surface bullnose is made from field tile 
that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge 
is only slightly rounded.

Trim

12 X 12  SOTNWM/1212 
12 X 24  SOTNWM/1224 
6 X 12  SOTNWM/612 
3 X 12  SOTNWM/312 
3 x 3*   SOTNWM/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTNWM/33C 

24 X 24 Opera  SOTNWM/2424O

TSSOTN/150915

*3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. 
The patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include 
duplications of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be 
taken during installation to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may 
involve rotating sheets or even removing and relocating pieces to attain 
the proper blend.

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 credits under LEED ®

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information



TERRE NUOVE SAND (SOTNSD)   



3 x 12 Surface Bullnose   SOTNSD/SBN

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

SAND
SOTNSD

Trim

12 X 12  SOTNSD/1212 
12 X 24  SOTNSD/1224 
6 X 12  SOTNSD/612
3 X 12  SOTNSD/312 
3 x 3*   SOTNSD/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTNSD/33C 
 

24 X 24 Opera  SOTNSD/2424O

TSSOTN/150915

*3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic
*3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. 
The patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include 
duplications of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be 
taken during installation to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may 
involve rotating sheets or even removing and relocating pieces to attain 
the proper blend.

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 credits under LEED ®

*3 X 3 3 X 12 6 X 12 12 X 12

12 X 24

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

The surface bullnose is made from field tile 
that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge 
is only slightly rounded.

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information



3 x 12 Surface Bullnose   SOTNLT//SBN

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

LIGHT   
SOTNLT

Trim

12 X 12  SOTNLT/1212 
12 X 24  SOTNLT/1224 
6 X 12  SOTNLT/612 
3 X 12  SOTNLT/312 
3 x 3*   SOTNLT/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTNLT/33C

24 X 24 Opera  SOTNLT/2424O

TSSOTN/150915

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 under LEED ®

*3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic

*3 X 3 3 X 12 6 X 12 12 X 12

12 X 24

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

*3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. 
The patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include 
duplications of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be 
taken during installation to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may 
involve rotating sheets or even removing and relocating pieces to attain 
the proper blend.

The surface bullnose is made from field tile 
that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge 
is only slightly rounded.

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information



TERRE NUOVE BROWN (SOTNBN)   



3 x 12 Surface Bullnose   SOTNBN/SBN

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

BROWN  
SOTNBN

Trim

12 X 12  SOTNBN/1212 
12 X 24  SOTNBN/1224 
6 X 12  SOTNBN/612 
3 X 12  SOTNBN/312 
3 x 3*   SOTNBN/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTNBN/33C 

24 X 24 Opera  SOTNBN/2424O

TSSOTN/150915

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 credits under LEED ®

*3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic

*3 X 3 3 X 12 6 X 12 12 X 12

12 X 24

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

*3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. 
The patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include 
duplications of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be 
taken during installation to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may 
involve rotating sheets or even removing and relocating pieces to attain 
the proper blend.

The surface bullnose is made from field tile 
that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge 
is only slightly rounded.

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information



TERRE NUOVE DARK (SOTNDK)   



3 x 12 Surface Bullnose   SOTNDK//SBN

Sizes  
Non-Rectified

Rectified

DARK 
SOTNDK

Trim

12 X 12  SOTNDK//1212 
12 X 24  SOTNDK//1224
6 X 12  SOTNDK//612  
3 X 12  SOTNDK//312 
3 x 3*   SOTNDK/33
3 x 3 Caleido*  SOTNDK//33C

24 X 24 Opera  SOTNDK//2424O

TSSOTN/150915

20% Recycled
Ceramic Content
Pre-consumer
This product contributes towards satisfying 
MR 4.1 credits under LEED ®

*3 x 3 Caleido Mosaic

*3 X 3 3 X 12 6 X 12 12 X 12

12 X 24

24 X 24 Opera (Rectified)

*3 x 3 & 3 x 3 Caleido are mounted on sheets. 
Picture shows one possible sheet of Caleido, but each sheet is different. 
The patterns are mounted randomly, so an individual sheet may include 
duplications of some patterns and omission of others. Care should be 
taken during installation to ensure the desired mix of patterns. This may 
involve rotating sheets or even removing and relocating pieces to attain 
the proper blend.

The surface bullnose is made from field tile 
that is cut, ground and reglazed. The edge 
is only slightly rounded.

There is a wide range of variation with many different 
graphics that are mixed and packed randomly. It is important 
to pull from multiple boxes during installation, rotate pieces 
and note the placement of the different images in order to get 
the proper final blend. This applies not just to the field tiles 
but also to the mosaics - including mixing tiles from different 
sheets. Maximum offset of 8” (20cm) is recommended on all 
large format tiles when setting a running bond. Please refer 
to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 
108.2 Section 4.3.8. 

Installation Information


